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Jessica Buzbee | Lee Rogers | Javier Colomer, trombones
David Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba

This is a recording for low brass lovers! Eruptions not only displays a good starting point for
learning the excerpts on this recording, but it is also a fun listen for anyone who enjoys getting into
the trenches of the job and sweating it out with your fellow colleagues. The love of the music, that
is what it is and should always be about. Also, for the brass players who are in the audition stages,
this cd gives an idea of what to listen for and strive for in those final rounds. Remember, an
audition is not about just playing the right notes. The performer who stands out, and hopefully wins,
is the performer who can portray a time in history, a feeling, and an emotion!! Everyone involved
in this recording did an amazing job! We had lots of fun, maybe too much at times, recording these
excerpts. We hope that the fun we had shows and rubs off on to the listener. We hope you enjoy
listening (and feeling) Eruptions as much as we enjoyed recording it. Until volume 2, cheers.
						
—Tim Buzbee
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Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)
Symphony No. 4, Fourth Movement, Chorale
Brahms obviously liked using trombones for his
chorales. This one is tricky as each voice takes
on various harmonic functions from chord to
chord. There are suspensions and interesting
dissonances. It is important to be aware of
the harmonic function of each note you’re
playing to understand how to tune properly.
(Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, Javier Colomer,
trombones )[t]
Anton Bruckner (1824-1896)
Symphony No. 8, Finale
Another chorale, albeit of a completely different character compared with the Brahms.
This is like a pipe organ with all the stops
out (Bruckner was an organist). The harmonic
function of the voices is more predictable than

in the Brahms. Of great importance here is
unanimity of attacks and releases. (Jessica
Buzbee, Lee Rogers, trombones | David
Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba)[e]
Jean Sibelius (1865-1957)
Symphony No. 2, Finale
This piece affords each player a degree of
independence. There are separate entrances
and short solo passages. It is important to fit
stylistically as others join in. (Jessica Buzbee,
Lee Rogers, trombones | David Bobroff, bass
trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba)[e]
Gustav Mahler (1860-1911)
Symphony No. 2, Fifth Movement,
Measure 42, Langsamer
Another chorale, another style. This one is
somewhere between the Brahms and Bruckner.

While the Brahms was strongly horizontal in
character and the Bruckner quite vertical, this
one lies in the middle. Forward motion must
be present, but it must start with a somber
religious “processional” character. The section at Measure 25 begins in octaves/unison,
which makes intonation quite critical. Attacks,
releases and note lengths must match for this
passage to be effective. (Jessica Buzbee, Lee
Rogers, Javier Colomer, trombones | David
Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba)
Symphony No. 5, First Movement, after Measure 11
This passage illustrates some of the special
performance issues that Mahler presents.
While it is always important to match articulation, in this excerpt it is also necessary to be
aware of the “melodic function” of some of the
notes. Notice how some parts keep moving
while others simply play the attacks of chords.
There is seeming independence of the parts but
they must function as a whole. (Lee Rogers,
Jessica Buzbee, trombones | David Bobroff,
bass trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba)[e]
Richard Wagner (1813-1883)
Ride of the Valkyries
No audition list would be complete without
“The Ride.” This one is a favorite for many
reasons. For auditions it reveals a lot about a
player. There are many things to keep in mind.
The rhythmic placement of the 16th notes is
critical and they are the lowest notes in the
motive requiring more energy to sound even

and not “ghosted.” It is also in a somewhat
inconvenient key for B-flat trombones. (Lee
Rogers, Jessica Buzbee, Javier Colomer, trombones | David Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim
Buzbee, tuba)
Das Rheingold, “Vallhalla motiv,” Measure 877 ff
The temptation with this excerpt is to play it far
too slowly. Keep it moving forward. Details of
articulation are important. While it is a chorale
there are little points of articulation that should
be heard. (Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, Javier
Colomer, trombones | David Bobroff, bass
trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba)
Paul Hindemith (1895-1963)
Symphonie Mathis der Maler, Finale
This is the climax and very end of the piece. It
is rather like a fanfare in the form of a chorale.
The concept should be one of great breadth.
Accurate releases are at least as important as
attacks. (Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, trombones | David Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim
Buzbee, tuba)[e]
Johannes Brahms (1833 -1897)
Symphony No. 2, Fourth Movement, letter O
It is typical of Brahms to displace the beat with
the extended syncopation. Note that only the
first entry in this section is fp followed directly
by a subito p. Beginning at letter P there are
close harmonies that make intonation a priority
at the beginning of this section. This leads

directly to the high point of the piece with the
rising pattern of descending scale patterns in
each part. (Lee Rogers, Jessica Buzbee, trombones | David Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim
Buzbee, tuba)[e]

Italian opera, so in the loud section it is stylistically correct to exaggerate the dotted rhythm,
making the dots longer and the short notes
shorter. (Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, Javier
Colomer, trombones | Tim Buzbee, tuba)[t]

Carl Nielsen (1865-1931)
Symphony No. 4 The Inextinguishable,
First Movement, Measure 10
Neilsen has an unusual writing style and this
work is no exception. There are overlapping
lines in canonic imitation. The lines must
remain independent yet match in style and
interpretation. The note length (very broad)
and timing of the grace notes should be kept in
mind. This excerpt should not have too much
forward motion but should be very deliberate.
(Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, trombones |
David Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee,
tuba)[e]

Camille Saint Saëns (1835-1921)
Symphony No. 3 (Organ Symphony), Second Movement
This is the heavy section near the end of
the piece. The organ has joined in and now
the orchestra is sometimes complementing
and at others, seemingly in competition with
the organ. Imitating a large organ sound is
appropriate here. At the 5/1 section the tenor
trombones have ascending and descending
arpeggios in unison. Intonation can be tricky
in such a passage. As in the Hindemith,
releases are no less important than attacks.
(Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, trombones |
David Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee,
tuba)[e]

Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901)
Nabucco, Overture
This low brass chorale is the first thing heard in
the opera. The second section is tutti orchestra
followed again by another soft low brass chorale. Aside from the usual comments regarding
intonation and homogeneity of style it is also
important to create a large contrast, not only
in volume but also in articulation, between the
middle section and the first and third sections.
The middle section is really more of a big
fanfare compared with the quiet, introspective
chorale sections. Also, remember that this is

Richard Strauss (1864-1949)
Till Eulenspiegel, Measure 30
Another audition favorite. Demonstrates technical facility in the upper range, particularly
for the bass trombonist. Once the technical
aspects of each part have been conquered
the main issue is the “handing off” of the line
among the different parts. This should be done
as smoothly as possible with no discernible time
lags between parts when the line changes hands.
(Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, trombones | David
Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba)[e]

Johannes Brahms (1833 -1897)
Symphony No. 1, Fourth Movement, letter C
Another Brahms chorale for the trombones.
This one, while having a lot in common with
the chorale from Symphony No. 4, it has a
number of technical differences from a performance standpoint. The parts have more “predictable” parts of the chords and the voicing is
quite wide compared with the voicing of the
other example. (Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers,
Javier Colomer, trombones)[t]
Ottorino Respighi (1879-1936)
Fountains of Rome
Respighi wrote some wonderful things for
orchestral low brass and this is a prime
example. This is from the section La fontana
di Trevi al meriggio (The Trevi Fountain at
Midday). The musical material is evocative of
huge arcing jets of water gushing up and falling
back again (whether the fountain actually does
this is irrelevant) and the listener should easily
conjure such an image. There are obvious technical challenges in this excerpt. Once the notes
are under control special consideration should
be given to rhythm and articulation. Respighi
is fond of the reversed dotted rhythm (16th
followed by dotted 8th). The 16th note should
not sound like a pick-up note. It should sound
squarely on the beat. Note too, that at this
tempo and time signature that this is a waltz
and should flow like a waltz. (Jessica Buzbee,
Lee Rogers, trombones | David Bobroff, bass
trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba)[e]

Hector Berlioz (1803-1869)
Hungarian March
(from The Damnation of Faust)
Another “usual suspect” for auditions on all
low brass auditions from principal trombone on
down to tuba. Typical for Berlioz, the excerpt is
in unison most of the time. In a way this makes
it easy as everyone is doubled but intonation
must remain very tight or the effect is ruined.
Note length is also of prime importance. If
there is variation within the section this excerpt
can sound “ragged.” Remember that Berlioz
was French and that he was writing for smaller
instruments than are in common use today. A
sharper, drier style is appropriate and compliments the music. (Lee Rogers, Jessica Buzbee,
trombones | David Bobroff, bass trombone |
Tim Buzbee, tuba)[e]
Symphonie Fantastique, Fourth Movement,
March to the scaffold
This scene is a procession of sorts. It mustn’t
sound rushed (who wants to rush to his
own execution?) yet motion should continue
forward. Vertical alignment is critical, in particular, when individual parts deviate from
the others (jumping up an octave while other
voices do not). (Lee Rogers, Jessica Buzbee,
trombones | David Bobroff, bass trombone |
Tim Buzbee, tuba)[e]
Dmitri Shostakovitch (1906-1975)
Symphony No. 9: Fourth Movement
This movement is all in octaves — the tenors

two octaves above the tuba and the bass
trombone in the middle. It is marked Largo
but the effect is like a recitative fanfare. It is
very important that the articulations and note
lengths are consistent throughout in all parts.
This should be played in a very sustained manner. (Lee Rogers, Jessica Buzbee, trombones |
David Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee,
tuba)[e]
Symphony No. 5, First Movement
More octaves from Shostakovitch. As in the
previous excerpt it is imperative to match
articulation and note lengths. Also, when the
different voices hand off the line it should be
without any time lag.
Symphony No. 5, Fourth Movement
These two passages (Measure 97 ff and
Measure 104 ff) alternate between octave/
unison passages and harmonic ones. Special
attention should be paid to the different
intonation demands in the unison versus nonunison. At measure 107 the excerpt begins
shortly before the big stroke on the tam-tam.
The line is descending but the intensity should
be increasing. Following that, this climactic
passage starts with a quote from the main
theme of the movement and then interrupts
with a rising chromatic passage in parallel Teritones. Molto sostenuto throughout this section.
Intensity must be maintained. (Lee Rogers,
Jessica Buzbee, trombones | David Bobroff,
bass trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba)[e]

Anton Bruckner (1824 -1896)
Symphony No. 4, First Movement
Again, with Bruckner, the organist, it is most
effective if a pipe-organ approach is employed.
It is not difficult to imagine these passages
being performed on an organ. (Lee Rogers,
Jesssica Buzbee, Javier Colomer, trombones |
Tim Buzbee, tuba)[t]
Symphony No. 7
In the finale, care must be taken with regard
to the rhythm. In particular, the 32nd notes
in the section at letter R (Measure 209 ff)
should get longer as the tempo decreases.
(Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, trombones |
David Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee,
tuba)[e]
Sergei Rachmaninov (1873-1943)
Symphony No. 1
Perhaps less known than some of the other
material on this disc but this excerpt shows
why it is included. As in the Brahms Fourth
Symphony excerpt, the voicings put the players
in more variable harmonic functions. Be aware
of which part of the chord you’re playing to guide
your intonation. Rhythmically, be sure to make a
clear distinction between triplets and 16th notes.
(Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, trombones | David
Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba)[e]
Piotr I. Tchaikovsky (1840-1893)
Symphony No. 4, Finale
Lots of dotted rhythms and moving lines.

This requires clean attacks. A common tendency with this one is to rush. (Jessica Buzbee,
Lee Rogers, Javier Colomer, trombones | Tim
Buzbee, tuba)[t]
Symphony No. 6, Finale
Quiet, exposed chorale near the end of the
piece. The difficulties here are the exposure
in a quiet passage with variable harmonic
function in the parts. Know what part of the
chord you’re playing now and what’s next.
(Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, trombones |
David Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee,
tuba)[t]
Paul Hindemith (1895-1963)
Sinfonische Metamorphosen
This excerpt is from the Turandot, Scherzo
movement. Scherzo implies a quick and light
style. While this may appear to be at odds with
the way this passage is written it is, nevertheless, important to keep up the energy and forward motion, particularly when the line goes to
the low E. (Lee Rogers, Jesssica Buzbee, Javier
Colomer, trombones | Tim Buzbee, tuba)
Béla Bartók (1881-1945)
Concerto for Orchestra, First Movement
This is a case where the trombones should
make less of a difference between tenor and
bass. In the fugue starting at measure 366
the parts are only one beat apart and playing
very similar material in the same tessitura.
(Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, Javier Colomer,
trombones | Tim Buzbee, tuba)[t]

Hector Berlioz (1803-1869)
Romeo and Juliet
Berlioz often writes the low brass parts with
long stretches of unison. This is a quasi recitative passage. As with other unison passages it
is important to keep attacks and note lengths
the same throughout the section. (Lee Rogers,
Jesssica Buzbee, Javier Colomer, trombones |
Tim Buzbee, tuba)[t]
Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953)
Romeo and Juliet Suite No. 2,
Montagues and Capulets
These two families were rivals so this movement is filled with angst and ill-will. This passage is low, marked f pesante and should have
a heavy dark feel to it. Very tenuto, especially the
final quarter note.
Romeo and Juliet Suite No. 2,
Romeo at Juliet’s Grave
As the title states, this is Romeo in deep mourning at his beloved’s grave. The music is full of
rising and falling arcs representing Romeo’s sadness. This must be played as sostenuto as possible. Breaths, where necessary, should be well
hidden. Both of these passages were included
to illustrate the difference in dynamic markings.
The first one is marked forte and the second one
fortissimo. There should be a difference. (Lee
Rogers, Jesssica Buzbee, trombones | David
Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba)[e]

Ottorino Respighi (1879-1936)
Vetrate di chiesa (Church Windows),
San Michelle Arcangelo
Another likely less well-known work. This
movement really affords the low brass an
opportunity to “let it out.” Another example
of unison/octave writing with a bit of harmony thrown in, this time with a few dashes
of Respighi’s quick rhythmic figures for the
tenors. (Lee Rogers, Jesssica Buzbee, trombones | David Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim
Buzbee, tuba)[e]
Richard Wagner (1813-1883)
Overture to Tannhaüser
Well known regular from audition lists. Should
be played strongly, sostenuto. Pay attention to
the rhythmic differences between triplets and
dotted rhythms. (Lee Rogers, Jesssica Buzbee,
trombones | David Bobroff, bass trombone |
Tim Buzbee, tuba)[t]
Lohengrin Introduction to Act III
Also frequently on audition lists for all low
brass auditions. Pitfalls in this excerpt are
mostly rhythmic. Be careful to play the dotted
rhythms as dotted rhythms and not triplets.
Also, watch out on the tie from the half-note
‘g’ to the eighth note. Avoid getting behind
here. (Jessica Buzbee, Lee Rogers, trombones
| David Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee,
tuba)[e]

Aaron Copland (1900-1990)
Symphony No. 3, First Movement
The vast majority of the symphonic literature
is European and we took the opportunity to
include Copland’s Third Symphony. It is a
wonderful piece with opportunities for the low
brass section to shine. The first movment is
another example of a requirement to sustain
a long line. This excerpt begins with the bass
trombone and tuba laying down a pedal point
for the tenors. This should provide a very
solid foundation for the upper parts. When
the lower parts join in with the moving line
it is, of course, important for all the voices to
match styles.
Symphony No. 3, Fourth Movement
This passage starts with a broad chorale with
very open harmonies allowing for a very transparent texture and independence of voices. This
makes it very important to match articulations
and note lengths. The parts are somewhat
independent, but they are all supposed to fit
together, too. The following section is immediately recognizable as Fanfare for the Common
Man. The Fanfare was written prior to the
Symphony and the theme was incorporated into
the work. Remember, the end is a fanfare, and,
we believe, a fitting conclusion to this disc. (Lee
Rogers, Jesssica Buzbee, trombones | David
Bobroff, bass trombone | Tim Buzbee, tuba)[e]
[t] indicates all trombones are Thein
[e] indicates all trombones are Edwards
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Jessica Buzbee was the first prize winner of the international trombone
competition “Concours Branimir Slokar 2000” in Switzerland and “Lieksa
Trombone Competition 1998” in Finland where she amazed the judges with
her beautiful tone and crystal clear articulations. She also received third
prize at “Concorso Internazionale Giovani Concertisti 2000” in Porcia, Italy.
Jessica studied at the University of Gothenburg, Sweden with Ingemar Roos
and Christian Lindberg. She received her soloist diploma in 2002 performing Christopher Rouse’s Trombone Concerto with the Gothenburg Symphony
Orchestra, only accomplished by one other trombonist in Sweden’s history. Jessica also studied
in France with Michael Bequet and in Chicago with Arnold Jacobs, Jay Friedman, and Edward
Kleinhammer. During her stay in Chicago she was a member of the Chicago Civic Orchestra
where she worked with such great conductors as Pierre Boulez and Daniel Barenboim. Jessica
received the Swedish honor prize “Kristallen den fina” (Crystal Prize) in 2002 with the following
motivation: “With engagement and success she has made valuable achievements in contemporary
music. Her artistic personality is characterized by a strong presence and an intense, warm, sound,
distinctive, like the crystal itself, reflecting warmth, force, luminosity, and long resonance.” Jessica
is a member of Trombone Unit 2000, a group hand picked by Christian Lindberg, and when
performing at the International Trombone Conference in Denton, Texas the reviewer wrote “…
one of the absolute highlights of the concert was the Carmen Suite, featuring Jessica Buzbee. Her
alto trombone playing was simply tremendous.” Jessica also performed as a soloist at the 2003
International Trombone Conference in Helsinki, Finland, with great success, sharing a recital with
Jay Friedman. Jessica has been recorded on many occasions and can also be heard playing a duet
with Christian Lindberg on his CD Christian Lindberg and Friends Play. Jessica has performed with
all the major orchestra of Sweden and in other parts of Europe. She is currently a member of the
Iceland Symphony Orchestra. In her spare time Jessica enjoys reading, craft work, playing with her
five kids and trying to help her husband Buzz to get into the many position of Yoga, he’s helpless.

Lee Rogers, a native of Dallas, Texas, currently holds the position of Principal
Trombone with the Washington National Opera/Kennedy Center Orchestra.
Rogers received a Bachelors degree from Southern Methodist University
where he studied with John Kitzman. Shortly thereafter, he recorded Eric
Ewazen’s Concerto for Trombone with SMU’s Meadows Wind Ensemble
on Gasparo Records. In 2002, Lee earned a Masters degree from The
Juilliard School where he studied with Joseph Alessi. After graduating from
Juilliard, Rogers traveled to Japan to represent the United States at the
Kyoto International Music Students Festival where he presented a solo recital of American music,
including Creston’s Fantasy for Trombone.
As a professional, Rogers has performed and recorded with the Dallas, Cincinnati, Grant Park,
National, and Baltimore Symphony Orchestras as well as the Buffalo and Naples Philharmonic
Orchestras. Highlights include performances in Carnegie Hall and Vienna’s Musikverein with the
Dallas Symphony Orchestra as well as their 2000 and 2001 summer residencies at the Vail Valley
Music Festival. As a member of the Cincinnati Symphony, Rogers participated in numerous tours
including Japan, Europe, Carnegie Hall, China, and Singapore. He has twice performed as a guest
artist at the Eastern Trombone Workshop in Washington D.C. In the summer of 2011, Lee will be
joining the faculty of the International Festival Institute at Round Top.
Javier Colomer is a native of Spain, where he studied at the Alicante Superior
Conservatory. He is a founding member of the Perú Low Brass and Glisando
Trombone Quartet. He conducted the wind ensemble, Unión Musical de
Planes in Alicante from 1995 to 2004. Colomer has served as coordinator of
the International Course of Trombone, organized by the Joventuts Musicals
del Comtat and is on the board of advisors of the International Trombone
Association. He has worked as a teacher in music school and conservatories
in Spain, Peru, Germany, Venezuela, Iceland and London. Mr. Colomer is
the bass trombonist in the Ruperto Chapí Symphony Orchestra and the Filharmonia Wind Orchestra.

Bass trombone, contrabass trombone (and occasionally euphonium and
bass trumpet), David Bobroff’s first trombone teacher was Dr. James Roberts
at Jacksonville State University. After graduation he pursued further studies
at the University of Cincinnati, College-Conservatory of Music, studying with
Mr. Tony Chipurn (Cincinnati Symphony, Principal Trombone 1957-2000).
Following studies and freelancing in Cincinnati, David joined the Glenn
Miller Orchestra. After five and a half years of extensive touring he then
joined the Orquesta Sinfónica de Tenerife (Tenerife Symphony Orchestra).
After enduring a year of the sub-tropics he joined the Sinfóníuhljómsveit Íslands (Iceland Symphony
Orchestra) and has held that position since 1995.
Tim Buzbee “…is a fine musician who can make his tuba varously sing like a
violin and bark like an angered dog, and touch all those bases in between.
His sense of phrasing is as astonishing as his sense of his instrument’s
tone coloring” raved Fanfare Magazine about Tim’s debut solo cd,
BUZZED. Tim is the new principal tubist with the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra, and an international soloist. As a
solist he has performed concerts and masterclasses
around the world, and currently has two solo cds.
He has appeared as soloist with the Iceland Symphony, Singapore
Symphony, Acapulco Symphony, and the Marshall Symphony.
Tim has held principal tuba position in several orchestras including the Iceland Symphony, Chicago Civic Orchestra, Acapulco
Philharmonic, Singapore Symphony, Gavle Symphony, and
the Malmo Symphony. Tim has won jobs in eight different
countries! Buzbee has been invited to perform as guest
tubist with many other orchestras including the Chicago
Symphony, Danish Radio Orchestra, Swedish Radio
Orchestra, Dallas Wind Symphony, Malaysia
Philharmonic and the Helsingborg Symphony.
Buzbee knows he would probably be flipping
burgers if not for the help of teachers Ed
Jones, Gene Pokorny, and Matt Good.
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